a rate dependen1 model in which the packet loss probability of a session is proportional to its rate at the congestion instant, and the independenr loss rule model. We first study how two MIMD sessions share the capacity in the presence of general combinations of synchronous and asynchronous losses. We show that, in the presence of rate dependent losses, the capacity is fairly shared whereas rate independent losses provide high unfairness. We then study inter protocol fairness: how the capacity is shared in the presence of synchronous losses among sessions some of which use additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) protocols whereas the others use MIMD protocols.
Abstruct-The Mulitplicative Increase Multiplicative Decrease (MIMD) congestion control algorithm in the form of Scalable TCP has been proposed for high s p e d nstnorks. We study fairness among sessions sharing a common bottleneck link, where one or more sessions use the MIMD algorithm. Losses, or congestion signals, occur when the capacity is reached but could also be initiated before that. Both synchronous as well as asynchronous losses are considered. In the asynchronous case, only ,one session suffers a Loss at a loss instant. Two models are then considered to determine which source looses a packet: a rate dependen1 model in which the packet loss probability of a session is proportional to its rate at the congestion instant, and the independenr loss rule model. We first study how two MIMD sessions share the capacity in the presence of general combinations of synchronous and asynchronous losses. We show that, in the presence of rate dependent losses, the capacity is fairly shared whereas rate independent losses provide high unfairness. We then study inter protocol fairness: how the capacity is shared in the presence of synchronous losses among sessions some of which use additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) protocols whereas the others use MIMD protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Internet. data transfer protocols use various congestion control algorithms to achieve rate control. Until now the A I M D algorithm was found to provide satisfactory performance. However. in high speed networks. the additive increase in the sender's rate may lead to inefficient link utilization [l] . To overcome this drawback in high speed networks, the MIMD algorithm has been proposed as an alternative to the A W algorithm (e.g., 121.
[3]). Therefore, in the hture, situations may arise when sessions using these two algorithms would compete for the same network resource. The share of the capacity obtained by each of these sessions will depend on the various parameters specific to the algorithms. The sharing of a resource gives rise to the question of how frurly is this resuurce shared among the sessions. Fairness issues have been addressed in several previous works. In [4] ; the authors considered a class OF rate control algorithms in the presence of synchronous control signals. They showed that the AIMD algorithm converged to fairness whereas the MIMD algorithm did not converge. In [51, the author studied the MIMD algorithm under a more realistic assumption of rate dependent losses and argued that MIMD algorithm also converges to fairness, In 161 the convergence to fairness of the different flavours of TCP was studied both analytically and using simulations. The monotonic convergence to fairness for algorithms in rate-based TCP-friendly applications was studied in [7] . i n [SI, the authors remarked that €or sessions with different round trip times (R'IT), Scalable TCP (which uses MIMD algorithm) is extremely unfair. They proposed a new algorithm which improved the efficiency as well as the fairness.
Most of the congestion control algorithms rely on binary feedback (i.e., presence or absence of congestion) from the network to adapt the sending rate and reduce congestion. The presence of congestion in the network is signalled by either dropping or marking packets. Congestion signals occur not only when the link capacity is achieved but could also be initiated before that. For example, a congestion signal is sent as a consequence of a packet drop when the link buffer is full (i.e.. when the capacity is achieved), or when a router using AQM schemes such as RED or ECN decides to respectively drop or mark a packet (i.e., a congestion signal is initiated before the capacity is achieved). In the rest of the paper, we shall use the terms losses and congestion signals interchangeably. The term losses does not only refer to packet drops. It is used to describe a decrease in the sending rate as a result of a congestion signal which could be either due to a packet drop or due to a packet mark. Losses are said to be synchronous when all the sessions sharing the link suffer a loss at the same time instant. In the asynchronous case. only one session suffers a loss. We use two models to determine which of the sources receives the congestion signal: (1) the rate dependenr loss model in which the loss probability of a session is proportional to its rate at the congestion instant [9] , and (2) the independent Zoss rare model, in which probability with which a congestion signal is sent to a session is independent of the session's rate.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II we present a brief overview of the model and mention the contribution of this work. In the first part of this paper (Sections 111 and IV), we study how two MIMD sessions (with either the same RTT or with different R'ITs) share the capacity in the presence of general combinations of synchronous and asynchronous losses. We show that, in the presence of rate dependent losses, the capacity is fairly shared between the two sessions whereas rate independent asynchronous losses result in high unfairness even when sessions are symmetric. In the second part of this paper (Section V and VI), we consider a heterogenous scenario with synchronous losses only. We study how the capacity is shared among several sessions, each of which uses either the ALMD or the MIMD algorithm. We show that the AIMD session obtains a share which is independent of the link capacity, and that the rest of the capacity is utilized by the MIMD session. Finally. we present the conclusions in Section VII.
OVERVIEW
We use the following notation. A function from E 2 to R will be denoted using sans serif font, such as x(). For exampte, x ( t ) denotes a function defined for all real values o f t . A function from Z to W will be denoted using italic fonts as x(). Usually, x ( n ) would be the value of x ( t ) at the i l l h sampling instant. A vector a will denote a row vector. Its transpose will be denoted by a'. Also, we use the term session to mean an instance of a given algorithm. The term user will be emplyed to describe someone who initiates one or more instances (i.e.. sessions) of the same algorithm.
The following model is mainly based on the model in E43.
Consider two flows which share a link of capacity C. Let
( x l ( t ) , x * ( t ) )
be the rate vector at time t, where x l ( t ) and x 2 ( t ) denote the instantaneous rates of session 1 and of session 2, respectively. The set of feasible rate vectors, As was pointed out in [71, the window-based notation can be converted to a rate-based notation using the relation ~( n ) = w ( n ) W , where w ( n ) is the window at the nth sampling instant, M is the packet size in bits, and RTT is the round trip time in seconds. We shall use the rate-based notation in the first part of the paper, and the window-based notation in the second part of the paper.
FAIRNESS IN MIMD SESSIONS (EQUAL RTTs)
We consider two sessions which share a link of capacity C . At time i, the rates obtained by the two sessions are denoted by x ( t ) = (xl(i),x*(t)). At each control instant, the controller sends a control signal to each source. This control signal either informs on no congestion (a 0 signal) or of congestion (a 1 signal). In the absence of congestion, the sources increase their 
where ro is the time constant (for example, the RTT) for the sessions, and Q > 1 is the increase factor. The above formulation is a continuous time equivalent of a multiplicative algorithm in which, for every RIT without congestion signals, the sender multiplies the window by a factor of a. This can be seen by substituting t = n .~. We assume that the two sources receive the control signals at the same instant. However, unlike the model in [4], the two sources can receive different control signals. That is, a congestion signal need not be sent to both the sources at the same instant. Hence, the congestion signals could be asynchronous. Let P < 1 be the decrease factor. Let the j t h control signal be received at time t j . Then, the four possibilities for the rate vector, x ( t j + ) . just after t j , are given in Table I, The source continues with the increase algorithm on the reception of 0 signal. On the other hand, when a source receives a 1 signal, it instantaneously reduces its rate. We assume that whenever the link capacity is attained then either a synchronous or an asynchronous loss occurs. Furthermore, asynchronous losses may also occur before attaining the capacity.
A. Instantaneous throughpuf ratio process
We now study the instantaneous throughput ratio process. It is shown to be a Markov process with a countable state space; we shall show that this process could be stable or unstable depending on the asynchronous loss process.
In Figure 2 (a), we show the geometric interpretation of the response to the different control signals, Let B ( t ) be the slope of the line joining the origin and the current vector. x(t). That is,
If there are no congestion signals in the interval (t: t 4-7) then the rate vector at time ( t +~) will be a ' / T O (~l ( t ) ,~2 ( t ' ) ) . This vector also lies along me line with slope B(t). If a (1,1) signal was generated at t, then the vector after the response, x(t+), is p ( x l ( t -) , x~( t -) ) . This vector also lies along the line with slope B ( t ) . Therefore, the rate vector remains along a line
with h e same slope as long-as the control vector is either (0,O) Let t , denote the time instant when the nth control signal arrives. Let O(n) = O(t,+) be the slope of the rate vector sampldjust after the ntk control signal. From Fig. 2(a) , it can be seen that, given an initial slope of 8(0), the slope of the line along which the rate vector lies just after the nth control signal can be written as @(TI) = fI(0)P for some i E Z, where Z is the set of all integers. For any given initial slope, f?(O), we can find a unique X E (pl/', f l -l / ' ) and j c Z such that O(0) can be expressed in terms of X as e (0) A geomeuic interpretation of 9 is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The line X = I, i = 0 is the fairness line. The continuous time increase and instantaneous decrease of the algorithm allows us to obtain the above formulation.
In the rest of this section, we assume that X = 1. This assumption is equivalent to saying that the initial vector has a slope of ,@ for some j E Z. If is not equal to 1 then, by any combination of control signals, the instantaneous rate vector c m only get close to the fairness line by getting to A. the loss probability of a session is proportional to the session's rate at the congestion instant. In particular. if at the nth control instanr a congestion signal is sent, then we assume that the probability of loss for session k is given by ~r l~~~~~~~T L , . Proposition 3.1: {snr n. 2 01, is a discrete state-space Markov chain with transition probabilities given by Remurk 3.1; The probability of asynchronous loss at each control instant is E . The asynchronous loss could be due to buffer overflow, some queue management scheme, or packet loss because of an erroneous transmission channel. In the absence of asynchronous losses (i.e., when there are only increase signals and synchronous losses), the instantaneous throughput ratio remains the same. Also, we model the instantaneous throughput ratio, and not the instantaneous throughputs themselves. Therefore, the capacity of the link does not appear in the calculations.
We are interested in finding the steady state distribution of tbe Markov chain, and the mean first passage time to the state i = 0 starting from a random state. The state i = 0 corresponds to the fairness line. Therefore, the mean first passage time from a random state to the state i = 0 gives an indication of the mean time before the rate vector reaches the fairness line. In general, the first passage time to state i = 0 gives the first passage time to A. If A # 1, sn cannot be on the fairness line, and so the above performance measure coaesponds to first passage time to the state closest to the fairness lifle for this particular process.
The fairness index at the nth controI instant, F,, is defined as follows recurrent, and the discrete slate space has two accumulation points, (C,O) and (0: C ) ? on the line XI + xz = C , the probability of being in any small vicinity of each point is 4.
The mean time to go from one extreme to another will t?e 00 and, therefore, one connection will get the whole capacity. This suggests that rate independent losses are not sufficient to improve the fairness whereas rate dependent losses can indeed provide a fair share of the capacity.
In the rest of this section, we thus focus on the rate dependent loss model.
D. Sread? stale disrribution
The Markov chain s is positive recurrent. and, therefore, the steady state distribution P(sM = z) exists. Since sn is symmetric about the state 0, we can consider a Markov chain, {y,%>n 2 0}, on the state space {0,1,2, ...}, in order to obtain the steady state distribution of s. The transition probabilities at the nth control instant for this random walk are given by Since @ -+ 0 as i 4 ca, the tail of pi can be seen to decrease as p"' which is a very fast decrease. In particular, this means that the process is around the fairness line most of the time.
The steady state distribution of soo can be obtained from the following relations
The long term fairness index, F, , can be computed numerically using (2) and (5). In Table I1 we give the fairness index for different value of P. Proof: Since yn is irreducible, the multiplicity of eigenvalues at 1 is 1. Therefore, Ci < 1 for i > 0.
We can rewrite P as
where 1 is the identity matrix and A is a transition matrix of a pure birthdeath process with up transition probability qi and down transition probability l -q i . A is a stochastic matrix and, therefore, all its eigenvalues belong to the interval [O, 11. Let pi be the ith eigenvalue of A and let T I , be the corresponding left eigenvector. Then, from (8) we get
Therefore, vi is also the left eigenvector of P , and the corresponding eigenvalue is (1 -E ) -t-cpi. Since pi 2 0, we Therefore, 1 -6 gives a lower bound on the rate of convergence of the Markov chain to the steady state.
E Mean firsr passage time
In this section we compute the mean first passage time to the state 0 starting from a random state. This gives us an estimate of the first time the rate vector reaches the fairness line starting from a given initial random state. The Markov chain s is a birth-death process which is symmetric about the state 0. If the initial state is positive, the Markov chain will stay in the set of positive states before visiting state 0. Similarly, if the initial state is negative, the Markov chain will stay in the set of negative states before visiting state 0. Therefore, we can obtain the mean first passage time to state 0 for s by obtaining the mean first passage time to state 0 for y.
Let p = (PO pl . . .) be the steady state probability vector of P, the transition probability matrix of y, as given by (7) Pruof Let PI be the transition probability matrix conditioned on y not being in state 0. We can rewrite P as 0 ... l . . ). Since p is the steady stale probability vector of P, we have p P = p . Equivalently, using ( 1 1 ), Let the vector T be defined as T = ( y1 pt, Solving for T , we obtain rjl-Pl) = PO ' 6. (12): we obtain
Multiplying the above equation by ,m', and substituting for
Substituting 7' .I' = 1 -PO in the above equation, we obtain
PO
The vector a has e in its first column and 0 elsewhere. Therefore, the above equation reduces to (9). From (13) and (9) we can flow obtain the recursion in (13). We note that the steady state probabilities are independent of L whereas the mean first passage times are inversely proportional to e .
IV. FAIRNESS I N MIMD SESSIONS (UNEQUAL RTTsj
In this secuon we assume that the two sessions have different time constants. Let r1 and 7-2 be the time constants of session 1 and of session 2, respectively. The rate evolution for session z in the absence of control signals can be written as x , ( i + 7) = x;(t)a+'. I = 1,2.
We now make the following transformation
We consider again both synchronous losses as well as asynchronous ones. In the absence of asynchronous losses, the evolution of z ( t ) becomes
where = Iog[n] (+ -$. If a control signal arrives at f, then z(t+) can be written as
The evolution in time of z is shown in Figure 3 . Here we , " slope = y
Fig. 3. Evolution in time of r(t). 7 2 < T~.
assume that y is positive. i.e., r2 < TI. From (16) and (17) there would be a drift lowards -m suggesting that the rate for session 2 would approach 0. It can also be seen that if the slope were to be 0. i.e., TI were to be equal to TZ, the dotted lines would be paraIle1 to the time axis. In this case z ( t > would remain constant in the absence of asynchronous losses which was also observed in the previous section. We conclude that some buffer management scheme that creates rate dependent losses is necessary in order to have some fairness.
We therefore assume in the sequel that some buffer management scheme occasionally creates rate dependent losses.
Let {a,,n 2 0) denote the time between the nth and the ( n + l ) t h asynchronous congestion signals. The process U, is assumed to be i.i. d. Let z,, = z ( t r L ) be the process embedded just before the arrival of an asynchronous control signal. Using an argument similar to one in section 111, the probability that session i receives the nth such signal can be written as (20) where P ( z ? .) is the one-step transition function of z.
To check for the drift condition of this theorem, we consider V(y> = IyI, and the set W = [-b,b] . The LHS of (20) 
l + e x .
y i A 
& 1 d U ( y -t -b -5 ) . (22)
Thcrefore. to achieve some fairness, the arrival rate of the Iosses process has to be greater than %.
B. Simtdation restilts
In this subsection we present the results of simulations. Our objective is to verify the analyticd result obtained in Prop. 4 .1 which noted that sufficient number of asynchronous losses are required so that sessions with different RTTs cm share the capacity fairly. In the simulation scenario, nine Scalable TCP sessions shared a link of 2OOMbps. Sessions 1.2 and 3 had a K l T of 50ms. Sessions 43 and 6 had a RTT of 90ms, and sessions 7,s and 9 had a KTT of 140ms. The simulations were performed using ns-2(version 2.26)[1 SI. In  Fig. 4 , the window size is plotted as a function of time for different values of E (i.e., packet drop probability). We note that E = 0 corresponds to only congestion losses which are seen to be not always synchronous. Therefore, in Fig. 4(a) there are asynchronous as well as synchronous fosses even though L = 0. However, during periods of synchronous losses (which have been pointed out in the figure) there is short-term unfairness. Even though there are asynchrounous losses due to congestion, the window sizes of the sessions with larger RTTs go to 0. We now induce further asynchronous losses by dropping each packet with probability t # 0. In Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) there is a marked improvement in Ihe throughput obtained by sessions with larger RTTs as the loss probability is increased. For small loss probability, there is still some unfairness between sessions with different K7Ts. However, for sessions with RTT of 50ms. there is no short-term unfairness as was observed when there were no induced asynchronous losses. For a larger loss probability (i.e., 6 = 0.0003). sessions share the capacity fairly. This confirms the analytical result which stated that the fairness in MLMD sessions with different RlTs can be achieved by introducing sufficient asynchronous losses. Let 771, 172 and 773 be the total throughput of sessions RTT) In the second part of this paper, we study the fairness issue when sessions using two different congestion control algorithms share a common link, and the losses are synchronous.
Recently ScaIable TCP, which uses the MIMD algorithm, has been proposed as an enhancement for TCP in high-speed networks. Situations may, therefore. arise in which a user with Scalable TCP shares a link with a user with standard TCP. Specifically, we study the equilibrium behaviour of the window size, and the throughput obtained by a session of each algorithm at equilibrium in the presence of synchronous losses only. We aIso look at conditions under which a user of one algorithm can obtain a better throughput than a user of the other algorithm. Previous work (e.g., [6] . [SI) mainly studied the behaviour of sessions using the same algorithm.
In this section, we assume that each session has the same KTT, T. As mentioned in Section 11, window-based notation is equivalent to rate-based notation. In the rest of this paper, we use the window-based notation since we are interested in obtaining the equilibrium window sizes for the sessions.
A. System Model
Consider 1 sessions which share a link of capacity C bitsls.
Each session transmits data using packets of size M bits. Let A be the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) of the network. We assume that each session has the same RTT, T , and that the RTT is mainly determined by the propagation delay and, hence. can be considered to be a constant. Let x(t) = (xl{t.) x * ( t ) . . . xl(t)) denote the vector of window sizes of the k sessions at time t . A synchronous loss (i.e.) a loss for each session) is assumed to occur at time t if
The above condition is equivalent to saying that a synchronous loss occurs when the total number of outstanding packets in the network exceeds the total number of packets that the network can handle. Without loss of generality, let sessions 1,2: ...: k use the MAID congestion control algorithm and the rest of the 1 -k sessions use the A m congestion control algorithm. In the absence of losses, the two algoritbms increase the window in the following way where a , and aa are the increase parameters of the MIMD and the AIMD algorithm, respectively. For example, cym = 1.01 for Scalable TCP, and a , = 1 for standard TCP. Let t, denote the time instant when the nth congestion signal is received. We note that a congestion signal is generated when a synchronous loss occurs. In response to a congestion signal the two algorithms decrease the window in the following way.
Pnax(tn11
where p,,, and pa itre the decrease parameters of the MIMD and the AIMD algorithm, respectively. For example, pm = 0.875 for Scalable TCP, and pa 2 0.5 for standard TCP.
Let z(n) denote the window-size vector embedded just after the nth congestion signal is received, i t , z ( n ) = x ( t n + ) . Let 6, denote the time between two congestion signals. Since all the sessions are assumed to receive congestion signals at the same instant, we can write the following recursive equation for x(n).
B. Bundwidrh Shuring
The transient behaviour of the window sizes can be obtained by solving (27) alongwith (25). Given the initial window vector rc(O), the time to the first loss t l and? hence, ~( 1 ) can be computed. This way we can recursively compute z(n). This allows us to obtain the behaviour of the windowsize vector and the loss instants before the equilibrium is reached. At equilibrium, 6, and x(n) will converge to their steady state values denoted by 6* and 4, respectively. We are interested in finding the window size, $;, of each session at equilibrium. Then, +i together with 6" will allow us to obtain the throughput for session i. At equilibrium ~( n ) would be identical to z(n.+ l), ~( n + 3 ) , and so on. Therefore, for each session i, we can obtain qi from (27) as follows. We note that from any one of the first I; equations in (28) we can obtain the value of 6". The variables $$, 1 5 i 5 k cannot be uniquely determined from these k equations. In order to compute the throughput, vt, for session i, we divide the time interval 6* in slots of length T . We note that, just after a loss instant, the window size of session i is +i. In between two loss instants, the window size of each session increases using the algorithm 'given in (26). Also, in every R'IT (i.e., in every slot), session 2 transfers packets equivalent to its present window size. Therefore, in between two loss instants, the total number of packets thal are transferred by session 1 can be obtained by summing the window sizes during the 6 * / 7 RTTs. As before, we can obtain the throughput 7, for each AIMD session whereas we can obtain the total throughput. l~, ,~, for all the MIMD sessions.
( 3 3 )
We note that the throughput expressions are approximate since the number ofpackets transferred in an RTT is an integer whereas gi can take non-integer values. Also, the number of packets transferred in the RTT in which a loss occurs may not be equal to [$;J.
We can make the following observations from equations (30)- (34). The equilibrium value of the time between two loss instants, 6*, is independent of the parameters of the AIMD algorithm. It is determined by the RTT, 7, and the parameters of the MIMD algorithm only. The equilibrium window size of the ALMD sessions depends only on the increase and decrease parameters of the two algorithms. Also, the ALMD sessions have the same equilibrium window behaviour and, hence, obtain the same throughput. The rest of the capacity is utilized by the MIMD sessions, Simulations: We ROW compare these observations with simulations performed using 113-2 (version 2.26). Unless stated otherwise, the simulation had the same set of parameters. The MIMD sessions used Scalable TCP, and the AlMD sessions for AIMD increases with decrease in pm, we set ,Bm to a value smaller than its recommended value so that the AIMD sessions also obtain a certain throughput. From Figs. 5(a) (3 MIMD sessions and 3 AIMD sessions) and 5(b)(6 MIMD sessions and 6 AIMD sessions), we note thal the AIMD sessions indeed converge to the same equilibrium window size whereas the eqnilibrium window size of an MIMD session depends on its window just before the first synchronous loss.
The & for AIMD sessions remains the same even though the link capacity is increased from 2OOMbps to YOOMbps and the total number of sessions is increased from six to twelve. Let qa and $, denote the throughput and the equilibrium window size, respectively, of any one of the AIMD sessions. In Table  IV , the analytical and simulation values of 6*? qnL, ?la, and are given. The simulation values are given within parentheses.
As predicted in the analysis, the equilibrium window size and the throughput of the AIMD sessions remains unchanged even when the capacity is increase from 2OOMbps to 300Mbps, and the total number of sessions is increased from six to twelve. 
C. I;rzroirghpur Comparison
We now study the scenario where one MIMD user and AIMD user share the same link. We note that each user can initiate several sessions of the same algorithm. We obtain the condition under which the AIMD user can a obtain better throughput than the MlMD user. First, we consider the case in which each user initiates only one session. In such a scenario, the window size and the throughput of each session is obtained from (31)-(33) with 1 = 2 and k = 1. From ( 3 3 ) and (34), as A -00 (i.e., G 3 oo), the ratio of the throughputs, q2/71, goes to 0. This suggests that in high-speed networks, the MIMI) user will get most of the capacity. On the other hand, if the BDP of the network is small, the MIMD user will obtain a lower throughput compared to the AIMD session.
P~O~O S i t i O n
5.1: Let A1 denote the threshold BDP below which an A m session will get a better throughput compared to an MIMD session. The threshold value, Al. is given by The value of A1 depends only on the increase and decrease parameters of the two algorithms. In Fig. 6(a) , the window evolution is plotted for the two sessions for C = 1SMbps and / 3, = 0.5. The BDP, A, is less than the Ab. The AIMD algorithm obtains a better throughput in this case. In the next set of simulations, we compared to single MIMD user is given by Similar to the ATMD user. a MZMD user may also try to improve its observed throughput by opening several sessions.
Since. from ( M ) , the AIMD user will get a throughput independent of the number of MIMD sessions, the observed Ulroughput of an MIMD user will not improve by opening several sessions. This result is in contrast to the result obtained in (36) where we noted that an AIMD user can improve its observed throughput by opening several sessions.
VI. INTER PROTOCOL FAIRNESS (DIFFERENT RTTS)
In this section we study the effect of different RTT for each session on the equilibrium window behaviour. The notation used and the scenario is the same as in Sec. V. We assume that there exists a BDP, A, such that there is a synchronous loss when condition (25) is satisfied. Let ~i be the RlT of session i . Then, we can rewrite (28) as follows. The expressions for throughput are as follows.
For (37) to be consistent S* has to be equal to w l minlsilk T i . nerefore, among the MIMD sessions, only the session with the least RTT will have an equilihrium window size different from 0. The equilibrium window of the other MIMD sessions will go to 0. We can, therefore, consider the case where there is only one MIMD session and several A N D sessions.
For k = 1, from (37) and (381, we obtain Logll/P,n 1 logan, ' 6' : TI The inter-loss time depends entirely on the parameters and the RTT of the MlMD session. The effect of different R?Ts for the AIMD sessions is to scale $i by a factor of ~~/ -r i . Therefore, an AIMD session with lower RTT can obtain a better throughput.
A. Several hf1MD
If there are 1 MIMD sessions with different RTTs sharing a link, then the session with the smallest RTT will get all the capacity and the windows for other sessions will go to 0. For I equal to 2, this result was also mentioned in [XI. However, if the sessions have the liberty to choose their increase and decrease parameters then each session can obtain some share of the capacity. Let ami and be the increase parameter and the decrease parameter, respectively, of the ith MIMD session. The inter-loss time, 6*, will then be equal to 0 . ProaJ For this value of 6*, (37) is consistent. Therefore, an equilibrium solution exists. Let z(0) is the initial window vector. The time to the first synchronous loss, t l , can be computed using the condition = A. From this we obtain i 2 = 6*. Since t , is the equilibrium value of the inter-loss time, x i ( 1) will also be the equilibrium value of &. Now, the system will be similar to the same RTT case where the equilibrium window vector is the same as the window vector just after the first Pfoposition 6.1 gives a condition on setting the increase and decrease parameters of the MIMD algorithm as a function the RTT in order not to be extremely unfair.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
synchronous loss.
I
In the first part of the paper, we studied the fairness in sessions using MIMI3 congestion control algorithm. For sessions with the same RTT, it was observed that there was extreme unfairness when the asynchronous losses were rate independent. It was shown that fair sharing could be achieved by introducing a stream of rate dependent losses. For sessions with different RTTs. it was observed that the arrival rate of these rate dependent tosses had to be greater than a certain minimum rate in order to achieve fairness. Therefore, in networks with sessions using MIMD algorithms, a stream of rate dependent losses. using, for exampIe. some buffer management scheme. would be necessary to ensure fair sharing. In the second part of the paper, we studied capacity sharing between MIMD sessions and AIMD sessions, For a given set of parameters, it was noted that the throughput of an AIMD session was independent of the BDP, and that the rest of the capacity was utilized by lhe MIMD sessions. In nelworks with BDP less than a threshold value. it was observed that one AIMD session obtained a better throughput than one MIMD session. It was also observed that an ALMD user could open multiple sessions in order to improve its observed throughput whereas for the MIMD user the throughput was invariant to the number of sessions it opened.
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